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Introduction 
Industrial design has become an important competitive factor in the world global market today. It 

has taken major role in developing value added products by meeting the consumer needs. Therefore it 
should be used as a strong marketing tool by innovative and creative establishments. Design has been a 
part of human culture, ever since human kind first emerged two millions of years ago. However, design in 
modern sense did into exist until the industrial Revolution. The modern society, which emerged from 
industrial society demanded modern designs suitable for mass production. However, at this time when the 
viability of industrial society, modernism, and post-modernism is being questioned, we cannot help but 
seriously ponder over what should be the paradigm of the new design. Design has been so misunderstood 
by people. Many think of design as some kind of effort in beautifying the outward appearance of things. 
The above thinking actually forms part of design, but design is more than mere beautification. Design is 
not just ornamentation. It is a process of purposeful activities. In Industrial Design and Architecture for 
instance, the utility of the designer's product depends greatly upon the ability to communicate i t s  
function. The best designers lake much care in integrating this visual language with their products. "Good 
design" is a marriage of form, content, and function. In selecting the appropriate language for the 
solution, the designer must first of all truly understand the ramification of the assignment. The response to 
that problem must be limited, of course, to the operational life of the product. Therefore, for the 
designer, "creativity" means the ability to work innovative!}' within the constraints imposed by the 
problem, with available technology, and with cognizance of the human social setting. 

Design comes into play whenever it is necessary to give an appearance to product idea, a 
corporate entity, or a brand. Design'is concerned with the determination of a hitherto indeterminate form. 
To reduce it to a simple formula, we can say; "Design is the determination of the indeterminate form of 
appearance". Design is accordingly not concerned with imitating or depicting but with inventing. "To 
design is to plan, organize, to order, to relate and to control. In short it embraces all means opposing 
disorder and accident. Therefore it signifies a human need and qualifies man's doing. Consequently, a 
school of design is not first an opportunity to express oneself. It is an educational area to teach 
systematically and learn step-by-step..." (C. f. Yale Alumni Magazine, 1958). 

What Is Industrial Design? 
Industrial Design refers to the planning and artistic enhancement of industrial products ranging 

from space shuttles and automobiles to coffee makers, typewriters, and microcomputers. To a large 
degree, functional and mechanical problems have been the responsibility of engineers. Designers then 
embellish the mechanical necessitates as best they can by creating an attractive skin or housing for them. 
The Industrial Designer Society of American (IDSA) defines industrial design as the "professional 
services of creating and developing concepts and specifications that optimize the function, value and 
appearance of products and systems for the mutual benefit of both users and manufacturer". 

The Goal Of The Industrial Designer 
The following are five critical goals that an industrial designer can help a team to achieve, when 

developing a new product: 

1. Utility. 
2. Appearance. 
3. Ease of maintenance. 
4. Low cost. 
5. Communication. 

    A Brief History Of Industrial Design 
The history of industrial design can be traced to Western Europe in the early 1900s. see Lorenz 

(1986), which is summarized here. Several German companies including AEG, a large electrical 
manufacturer, commissioned a multitude of craftsman and architects to design various products for 
manufacture. Initially, these early European designers had little direct impact on the industry. 
However, their work resulted in lasting theories that have influenced and shaped what is today known 
as industrial design. Early European theories on industrial design, such as Bauhaus movement went 



beyond mere functionalism; they emphasized the importance of geometry, precision, simplicity, and 
economy in the design of products. In a nutshell, early European designers believed that a product 
should be designed "from the inside out''. Form should follow function. 

In America, however, early concepts of industrial design differed from that of the European 
designers. The architects and engineers were the designers while most industrial designers in American 
were actually theater designers and artists - illustrators. Not surprisingly, industrial design in the 
United States was often at the service of sales and advertising, where a product's exterior was all 
important and its inside's mattered little. Nigeria's situation is different, a good number of universities, 
polytechnics and colleges offer design related course's. To the best of my knowledge no institution is 
at present offering product design as an industrial design course. 

The Importance Of Industrial Design 
All good products that are used, operated or seen by people depend critically on industrial 

design for commercial success. With this in mind, a convenient means of assessing the importance of 
industrial design along two-dimensional: ergonomics and aesthetics. 

Ergonomic Needs Provide Answers To The Following Questions: 
How important is ease of use? 
How important is ease of maintenance? 
How many user interactions are required for the product? 
How novel are the user interaction needs? 

Aesthetic Needs Provide-Answers To The Following Questions: 
Is the product differentiation required? 
How important are pride of ownership, image and fashion? 
Will an aesthetic motivate the team? 

From the above questions, it is clear tht industrial design did indeed play a large role in 
determining many of the products1 critical success factors. The benefits of using industrial design 
include increased product appeal and greater customer satisfaction through additional or better 
features, strong brand identity, and product differentiation. These benefits usually translate into a 
price premium and/or increased market share as compared to marketing the product without the 
industrial efforts. 

The role of design need not be over-emphasized when it comes to branded products. This is so 
because design and visual communication must enter into interaction, which will finally result in 
the brand or branded product. This will, however, only be the case if the form of communication and 
the form of design are sufficiently compatible with one another. 

Industrial Design Today 
In order to appreciate the scope of knowledge and extent of skill necessary for graphics design 

practice, it is necessary to understand what graphics design is about. Graphic design involves the 
production of visual "language" to communicate "messages". The visual communication, the designer 
purposely marks, sings and names thoughts, events, or facts. The designer conveys information with a 
definite meaning and purpose. The graphics designer as a problem-solver aids his fellow man in the 
process of problem analysis and the synthesis of ideas into solutions. The graphics design 
"product" 

contains the conscious integration of human (actor, technology, and aesthetics. Graphics design 
products include: identity design, information, diagrams, charts, graphs and symbol design. Others are 
typography, publication, magazines, folder, brochure, books, manuals, catalogue, publicity and 
advertising design. The list also includes, exhibition and display, poster design; stamp, currency, 
architectural and environmental graphics, interior design, television and film graphics multi-media, 
products design and computer graphics. Industrial Design Process Is Made Up Of The Following 
Phases. 

1. Investigation of customers' needs. 
2. Conceptualization. 
3. Preliminary refinement and final concept selection. 



4. Control drawing. 
5. Coordination with engineering, manufacturing and vendors. 

In recent years new computer aided industrial design (CAID) tools, have began to have 
significant impact on industrial designers, and their work, using (CA/D) tools, industrial designer 
can generate three - dimension designs on a computer screen and rapidly modify them. In this manner, 
industrial design can potentially generate a greater number of detailed concepts more quickly, which 
may lead lo more innovative design solutions. The visual realism of CAID can enhance communication 
within (he product development team and eliminate much of the inaccuracy of the manually generated 
sketches historically provided by the designer. 

The new design environment is compelling designers to grow beyond the traditional borders 
of graphics design and expand their talent into new kinds of work that incorporates moving images. 
The creative works of graphic designers in digital media; film and video are indication of a paradigm 
shift in the field of visual communication design and reflect the direction of the next generation. 

Digital form making is an aspect of graphics popularly called computer graphics. With the 
advent of the computer a new field of creative visual exploration was found. Some people call this 
interactive media, or digital media or even, simply "new media". The most important thing is the 
interaction between graphics design and computation, where sketching out an idea means writing a 
code. 

The Course Content Of Industrial Design Education 
A liberal arts education is an excellent basis for design education, for it broadens (he student's 

perception of the world and develops the ability (o think strategically. For this reason, study in art. (he 
humanities, the sciences, and other related professional disciplines can only enrich a design education. 

The Following List Forms The Content For A Basic Industrial Design Education. 
1. Visual form, Perception, Configuration, and Aesthetic. Industrial deign should 

include 
course work that leads to concepts and skills in: 
a. Form analysis. Visual Phenomena 
b. Unity of form, perceptual Differentiation 
c. Structure and System 
d. Composition and Visual Framing 
e. Visual Abstraction, 

2. Method, process, and Techniques for Visual Forming. 
industrial designers must be familiar with basic tools, techniques, and processes [hat 
generate, or produce image, models and finished objects. They must use hand tools with 
skill and sensitivity in order to develop craftsmanship, which is integral to the 
creative process and to the making of objects. It also follows that they must also know 
basic methods to visualize, lo develop form, and to practice schematics. The industrial 
design curriculum should include course work that leads to concepts and skills in: 

a. Drawing 
b. Visual Translation 
c. Visualizing Techniques 
d. Model Making 
e. Visual Schematization, Mapping, 

Technology and Production Systems 
Technology plays a constant role in the process of design, in the production of objects, and in the methods 
for visually transmitted information. Industrial designers are responsible for the visual translation of ideas 
into two or three dimensions as well as into creation of environment and computerized projected systems. 
These designers must be aware of the potential production and communication uses of relevant materials, 
media, and technologies, and must have the ability to critically judge the quality of craft for other 
professionals and services used. 

The  curriculum should  include course  work that  leads to knowledge and appreciation of 
concepts and skills in: 



a. Typesetting Technology 
b. Photography and Graphics Art Technology 
c. Film and Video Graphics 
d. Printing Technology 
e. Paper Making Technology 
f. Binding and other Finishing Systems 
g. Computer Technology System 
h. Product Design 
i. Multimedia System 

Visual Communication 
Designers address communication problems. They interpret ideas and represent them with visual 
language functions in this capacity. They know how to incorporate expressive qualities in the message 
presentation to achieve a desired effect. In these ways they contribute not only to the advancement of the field 
but to the systems for human communication as well. Design curriculum should include course work that 
leads to concepts and skill in: 

a. Visualizing and Expressing Information 
b. Semantics of Form and Structure 
c. Semiotics (Theories of Sign, Language and Communication) 

Strategic Design and Design Process Management 
Industrial Designers objectively determine design priorities and alternatives: they help clients determine 
needs. They define strategies for design solutions: they research, define, and evaluate criteria and 
requirements; they develop and refine concepts; and present these through sketches and models. 
Designers coordinate many aspects of projects (including production requirements, design management, 
and sometimes marketing strategies) to unify result. With the problems solving essential to any design 
situation this task can vary in scope, method, and application. To manage complexity effectively, the 
designer needs to understand these process on many levels, from form creation to professional practice, 
and create methodologies that serve as guide in these processes. 

a. Strategic Planning: Goals, Facts, Need, Research, Action 
h. Creative and Rational (Methodological) processes 
c. Computer - Aided Problem Solving 
d. Process and Product Management 
c. Design Evaluation  

6. Communicating Concepts and Requirements 
Des igners communica te both concep ts and  requ irements  to c l ien ts ; to p roduc tion specialists; to  
other professionals who contribu te to the design process; and to members of the broader social  
framework. This communication involves expression and transmittal as well as the reception and  
evaluation of information. Designers are expected to have the skil ls  to  commentate at  all  s tage of the  
design process. The design curriculum should include course work that leads to concepts and skill in:  

a. Specifying Technical Instructions  
b. Writ ing Objectives, Briefs, and Reports  
c. Verbal, Graphic,  and Audiovisual Presentations  
d. Listening  

7. Business and Professional Practice  
As partners in  the world  o f  bus iness  and soc ie ty  des igners  accep t a p rofess iona l respons ibi li ty  and  
ethica l stewardship that re lates to des ign prac tice . They run offices keep records and write  
contracts. They fulfil obligations and contractual responsibilities. They  have the  skills  to work  
effectively and negotiate  with others.  They understand the role o f the designer in the p rocess of  
design production. And  they are able to  appreciate the contribution of relevant disciples. The design  
curriculum should include course work that leads to knowledge and appreciation of concepts and 
skill in:  



a. Business Responsibility and Ethical Stewardship  
b. Legal Aspects in Design Practice  
c. Accounting and Taxation  
cl. Estimation, Valuation and Budgeting  
e. Contract Writ ing and Negotiation  

8. History - Des igners  should  have  a  sense  o f the ir  work  and i ts  re la t ionsh ip to  h isto ry .  
Apart from the general  tradi tional cul tural h istory, the designer in particula r, must have  
knowledge  of fac ts ,   t rends   and  sequences   in  the  h is to rica l   deve lopment  in   v isua l  
communicat ion design and technology. Specific sub jects  of studying histo ry are:  

a. History of letter forms and Typography  
b. History o f Graphics Design/Visual Communication  
c. His to ry o f Art  and  Prin ting  
cl. History Design Arts (Architecture and Industrial Design)  

9 Critical Thoughts, Ethics, and Society 
Indus tr ia l  des igners ,  as  s ign ifican t con tribu tors to  the p roduc ts  o f the  soc ie ty  and  the re fore,  to  the  
world  we live in , accep t a  p rofess iona l respons ib i l ity and e th ica l stewardship as proctors of public  
and environmental  well  -  being. For this reason, they must understand the value of their contributions 
in such context as: culture and artifacts: aesthetics and expression; social purpose and function; 
economy and technology; human eco logy  cyc le  and  env iron ment;  educa tion  and  soc ia l  
deve lopment;  ph ilosophy  and  

ethics. Design criticism provides a framework in which to raise question concerning such 
value orientation. 

With the above overview of subjects, concepts, and skills, the list becomes an 
instrument for programs to map out the curriculum content: what is taught; where and 
when in the program items are taught; and the related courses, projects, or experiences 
have to each other as building blocks. Adjustments can be made from the overall picture as 
desired by the authority, experts in curriculum design, with too much emphasis on a certain 
item or a lack of attention to others brought in balance, or the reason of emphasis or 
de-emphasis merely clarified to position the program from a philosophical basis. 

Summary 
The society is increasingly depending on the designer's truly professional role. And in design's 

material evolution from practice into a discipline, higher education must accept a leading role by offering 
professional degree program. The model for a degree program that prepares the designer to be a 
professional designer in the society is already established in architecture and industrial design should 
follow suit. The design arts in their idealistic sense serve as "fine" a purpose as any of the studio arts, but 
should not be confused with the "free arts" or fine arts. 

Fine arts have served as a general umbrella for most studio work in the visual arts, yet continues to 
denote those studio activities belonging to the traditional dichotomy of painting and sculpture or to the 
marking of similar artifacts that are "free" from practical or external constraints. Designers work through 
commission and are held accountable for these products. This essential difference proscribe an inherent 
design discipline. Higher education underscores this discipline by offering a curriculum that is more like 
the sciences, instead of a series of experiences more typical of the fine arts. 

Some fine arts advocates might view this orientation as "vocational'1. But this paper establishes the 
case as contrary. The industrial design in higher education must address practical discipline and provide a 
sound underpin in a general education that includes the fine arts. The practical and functional requirements of 
the design products and the process entailed informing it, by no means divorced from the objects' spiritual 
potentials! The intuitive faculties remain just as important for the design arts as they are for the fine arts, 
and are needed in spite of design's more rational appearance. Therefore, if anything is said, we vouch that 
more is demanded from students in design arts than from students in fine arts. 
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